PRESS RELEASE

Tackle water damage with
Dantherm Group at BDMA
Dantherm Group will offer support and advice, as well as showcasing
several pieces of their key mobile drying equipment to tackle water
damage in properties, at this year’s British Damage Management
Association (BDMA) conference.
With the United Kingdom
having been hit by two huge
hurricanes in 2017, resulting
in flooding across the
country, Dantherm Group are
in a unique position of being
able to offer a multitude
of drying solutions using
state-of-the art technology
resulting from years of
experience in the HVAC
market.
Among the machines we will
be presenting at the show
is Aerials’ AERCUBE series.
This outstanding suction
and pressure drying system uses innovative, modular, stackable
components to create the exact drying system required for the job
in hand. Offering multiple configurations these units are available in
your corporate colours and brand necessities.
The system comprises of side channel blowers, multi-stage
adjustable turbines, water separators, filter systems, sound absorbers
with a new edition of the AD 40 and AD 740 dehumidifiers, all of
which are widely used in the water damage restoration industry.
The Aerial units are extremely popular due to their intelligent eDRY®
electronic systems, and can be combined and stacked safely with all
other products in the AERCUBE series with multiple choices of grip
and carry options.
Aerial’s floor standing ASE 300 desiccant dehumidifier is another
product on display at this year’s conference. The ASE 300 is clad
in a strong and sturdy housing with a unique built-in adjustable
hygrostat. This means that the unit is adjustable no matter where it is
being used making it ideally suited for drying after water damage as
well as for various other applications.

Also at the show will be Dantherm’s CDT refrigerant dehumidifiers
which are specifically designed for the restoration and flood drying
markets. The CDT offers quick and easy control for both damage
service and insurance companies. They are renowned for their
user-friendliness, superior digital controls and are designed for easy
handling and transportation.
Dantherm Group is a leading provider of climate control products
and solutions made up of companies across Europe including Aerial,
Calorex, Master Climate Solutions and Dantherm and the group have
more than 60 years of experience in designing and manufacturing
high quality and energy efficient equipment.

Our aim at this year’s event
is to give people a greater
understanding of the range
of mobile drying equipment
we can now offer.
Speaking ahead of the event, which takes place on the 22 and 23
November at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Stratford upon Avon, Sales
Manager for Mobile Equipment, Rae Major said: “We are very excited
to be part of this year’s BDMA conference.
“As part of the Dantherm Group we can provide drying solutions
for every application. Our aim at this year’s event is to give people a
greater understanding of the range of mobile drying equipment we
can now offer. Whatever the problem is we can provide the answer,
no matter how big or small a job.”
To view our extensive range of mobile drying products, download
the Dantherm Group Mobile brochure on www.calorex.com

For more information on Dantherm Group products, email sales@calorex.com call +44 (0)1621 856611 or visit calorex.com

